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strong will is the foundation on which all worthy dreams
are built. In turn, the strength of the will power rests on correct
knowledge. Often, this knowledge is hidden from view, just like
the foundation of a building. Yet, it is the interface between the
stable earth and the free-standing structure.
Knowledge can be classified into three kinds: resourceful
knowledge, incorrect knowledge, and anti-knowledge. Needless to
say, to succeed in anything, what one needs is resourceful knowledge. Even though we often recognize the fact that knowledge can
be incorrect, we do not realize that there is a difference between
incorrect knowledge and anti-knowledge. Resourceful knowledge
is what takes us upwards towards our goal. Incorrect knowledge
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takes us around horizontally in circles. But, anti-knowledge which is the worst, takes us
downwards and away from our goal.
How does one acquire knowledge anyway? Perhaps, if we understand that process,
we can affect the outcome to be the right kind. Or, at the very least, we can discard
the unwanted kinds, if only we can recognize them as such. So let us spend a little time
in examining how we normally acquire knowledge.
All knowledge stems from information.
The information could come in the form
of an article that one reads, something
that one heard somewhere, a show seen
on TV, etc. This information is often
confused with knowledge. There are
many pitfalls in such an assumption.
To start with, the source of information could be wrong. Sometimes,
people give out wrong information
because they don’t know any better. At
some other times, they give out wrong
information because they have a
hidden agenda that is served by
handing out wrong information. This is true irrespective
of the media. Or, it may be
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incomplete. Partial information could indeed be very misleading. It is also possible that
the context is wrong. After all, any information gets its relevance from the context in
which it is given. Perhaps something was lost in perception. Words have different meanings to different people, based on their individual experiences.
It is essential to start off by admitting that any information can be incorrect or
wrong. Furthermore, the information has to be mulled over a gestation period. This
will bring out many flaws and raise questions. Even though questioning everything
can trap us into an infinite loop, it is also essential that enough inquiry is aimed at
the completeness and authenticity of all acquired information. Rushing to accept all
information will only lead to confusion, as contradictions are bound to be embedded in
information. This is similar to boiling water to get rid of germs. After all, no one drinks
boiling water. Yet, the process of boiling removes all harmful germs. The water has to
cool down before it can be consumed. Information cannot be used if one questions
constantly. Once the questioning is done and all irrelevant and incorrect information
has been eliminated, the information will have to be accepted as useful, or harmless at
the very least.
At this point, the intellect has to take over. This would be the application of logic
to the acquired information to draw conclusions, which transforms the information to
knowledge. The rules of logic come from past experiences. The larger the number of
experiences, the better the rules will be. But, at the end of the day, they will always be
limited. So one has to be careful in drawing conclusions. Once drawn, we often feel
committed to our conclusions, even when faced with opposing evidence, mainly due to
our ego getting hurt when proven wrong. The best approach would be to verify that the
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